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EDITOR’S NOTE
Hi everyone
Welcome to our second news-letter for
2019. Thanks to those of you who contributed to it as these contribution are
essential to the newsletter‘s success.
In this edition‘s section, we are delighted to
announce that Anvia has sucessfully acquired
XSEED this month, which means we are getting bigger and merrier. This edition also serves
you with exciting story about the holy Ramadan, just to share a little bit of experience from
our colleague here.Additionally, we have included few Anvia new team member’s profiles since the last newsletter. We would like
to continually develop positive relationship
across Anvia group and we believe this will do.
Please stay tuned as we continue to deliver the
best information for you. We want it to be entertaining and informative, at times contrary,
but above all useful. I hope you enjoy this second issue and do let us know if there are any
topics you’d like to see covered in the future.
Needless to say, any contents that you wish to
submit, either individually or collaboratively, are
much appreciated and will make a substantial
contribution to the newsletter success. - Hafiz
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ANVIA’S BULLETIN
ANVIA HOLDINGS CORPORATION ACQUIRES AUSTRALIAN REGISTERED TRAINING
ORGANISATION, XSEED PTY LTD
GLENDALE, CA, May 02, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Anvia Holdings Corporation (OTCQB: ANVV) (the
“Company”or “Anvia Holdings”) today announced that it has executed a definitive agreement to
acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of XSEED Pty Ltd, an Australian Registered Training
Organisation. Under the agreement Anvia Holdings through its fully owned subsidiary Anvia (Australia) Pty Ltd shall acquire 100% of XSEED Pty Ltd outstanding shares for about USD 352,000 (AUD
500,000). Amar Partap Singh, CEO of XSEED Pty Ltd, said “We are pleased to have entered into this
agreement with Anvia and thrilled that this gives us an opportunity to increase the depth of our offering to our students and their employers whilst also expanding our footprint within Australia and
globally”. Anvia (Australia) Pty Ltd CEO, James Kennett, said “adding XSEED to our education services portfolio solidifies our position in Australia as a major player in Education Services. In addition,
XSEED will diversify our current CRICOS and Corporate learning income with further revenue sources

Article by : Bloomberg
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ANVIALITES
WELCOMING XSEED PTY LTD TO THE FAMILY

I am an administration officer for XSeed Education.
I have 9 years of experience working within the
education sector. My role
predominantly is within
administration and dealing
with day-to-day student
and trainer enquiries.
I take pride in my work
daily and I am a good team
player within this organisation. I am a keen and selfmotivated individual who is
always ready to learn new
things.

ELISE NGUYEN
ADMINISTRATION OFFICER

Hi my name is Gemma. I am
a Hairdressing educator and
assessor for Hair Assembly.
I have been educating for 6
years and in this time have
taught in TAFE’s and also
work based training within
salon environments. I have
been in the hairdressing industry for 17 years and have
worked from apprentice to
now being a dual verderer
TONI&GUY educator.
Teaching and hair are my
passion, passing on my
knowledge to others, being part of their journey and
watching them grow into a
fantastic hairdresser is the
best feeling. I aim to support
those, learning this awesome trade, every step of
the way and continue a high
standard of training whilst
also having some fun!!!!

GEMMA HOLLET
TRAINER & ASSESSOR HAIRDRESSING FACULTY

PHIL NGUYEN
TRAINER & ASSESSOR HAIRDRESSING FACULTY

Phil Nguyen is one of Hair Assembly’s Hairdressing and Barbering
educator. He is currently a dual specialist for the renown international
super brand TONI&GUY.
He’s a graduate from RMIT University obtaining a dual Diploma in
Vocational Education and Training
Design but also worked in TAFE’S
such as Melbourne Polytechnic and
Victoria university which has led
him to excel and become a passionate educator.
With his immense knowledge and
technical skills in hairdressing, he
confidently trains apprentices to
succeed and become a great hairdresser and barber.

RITA FATO
TRAINER & ASSESSOR HAIRDRESSING FACULTY

Hi my name is Rita and I am a
Hairdressing Trainer and Assessor for Hair Assembly. I have
been a trainer and assessor
for 12 years, with many years’
experience in the hairdressing,
beauty and managerial positions. I can share my knowledge and understandings with
them to support them as an apprentice. As a result, I can watch
them learn, grow and flourish
into successful hairdressers of
the future. Seeing students’
pride and joy in their accomplishments is the greatest gift
of being an educator.
Apart from educating I have a
small business in Bridal Hairdressing. I enjoy working in the
profession with photographers
and makeup artists.
P.S. As you can tell from the
photo, I am a dog lover!

JANE DUNSTAN
COMPLIANCE MANAGER
I
manage
the
compliance
requirements at XSEED and have
been employed here for almost
a year. I enjoy working with our
tight and effective team and look
forward to many great things occurring at XSEED in the future.

JEAN-CLAUDE BAKU (JC)
TRAINER & ASSESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE FACULTY

MICHAEL TURNER
TRAINER & ASSESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE FACULTY

I am a qualified Trainer & Assessor in Automotive Industry. I have
more than 10 years’ experience in
the Industry have worked in various
roles within the Industry. I am very
keen and passionate about training
and since, have got myself involved
in Vocational Education & Training.

Hi my name is Michael Turner
I owned and operated my own mechanical repair business for 28 years
prior to becoming employed by
Nextgear approximately 2 years ago.
I am married with two children and passionate about the
motor trade and enjoy sharing my knowledge with others.

NETI MITTAL
ADMINISTRATION MANAGER

LEON KRISTELLY
TRAINER & ASSESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE FACULTY
Leon has a lifetime of experience,
knowledge and qualifications in mechanical trades including in training
apprentices and students. Leon’s
enthusiasm for mechanical trades
and training is evident, he has managed some of the largest mechanical
companies in Australia. Leon looks
forward to sharing his practical skills
and knowledge with his students.
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I have been in Education and Training Industry for over 13 years. I
am passionate about my work.
Because I love what I do, I have a
steady source of motivation that
drives me to do my best. I can handle
multiple tasks daily and use a creative
approach to problem solve. I am ambitious and driven. I thrive on challenge
and constantly set goals for myself,
so I have something to strive toward.

MICHELLE BURKE
APPOINTMENT SETTER/CLIENT
RELATIONSHIP
My name is Michelle Burke I have been with XSEED for 2.5 years.
My role is diverse as I generate new business through Appointment
Setting which develops new business. I am the Customer & Student support person also. I have been in these roles for 28 years as
I enjoy communicating with people from all different walks of life. I
have strong conflict resolution skills and no problem is too difficult to
handle. I love talking to people about what we can do to help them
to improve their education through upskilling and cross skilling. I
am very goal orientated and set myself a daily target which I enjoy
reaching. Not only am I good at my job, but I really like what I do.

PETER ROLLINS
TRAINER & ASSESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE FACULTY
Peter Rollins has been in the Automotive training sector for 6 years
and brings with him a knowledge of vintage through to modern vehicle systems, in both automotive mechanical and electrical fields.
Peter has been involved in the Automotive industry for the last 21
years and is involved in Servicing and repairs and also works on vehicle restorations. In his role with Next Gear Peter is responsible for the
delivery of Automotive Faculty courses. Peter brings with him sound
communication skills the ability to problem solve, technical knowledge and being able to work autonomously or as part of the team.

PIA HORVATH
ADMINISTRATION INTERN
After completing my diploma of fashion styling, I started
working with XSEED I have been in the education and training industry for over one year. Over the period of time I
have learnt new skills and have gained a lot of knowledge
about the industry and my position, I am always looking
for an opportunity to do better and achieve my best. I am
highly organised and always take notes to stay on top of my
tasks. I am keen and excited to learn more in my position.
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TRACY BRAY
TRAINER & ASSESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE FACULTY
Tracy Bray is a senior Trainer Assessor for Next Gear Automotive Training who
specialises in Management training at a Certificate IV level. Tracy has held
several roles in the automotive sector, training students undertaking apprenticeships in Certificate III Light Vehicle, Auto Electrical, Motorcycle, Spare Parts
Interpreting & Sales. He has been the only Australian to have delivered training to delegates and associates at the world class Honda Institute in London
UK. He has a broad experience in the Motorcycle industry including sales
manager roles with top flight racing brands such as KTM and has attended
International sporting events in a technical support role for suspension giant
Ohlins.His abilities as a motorcycle racer are multi-facetted, having competed
at an A grade level in three different disciplines, Moto-x, Speedway and Road
Racing throughout Australia and Internationally. Tracy’s technical knowledge,
communication skills and ability to problem solve add value to the team.

YUSUF BASKOCAK
TRAINER & ASSESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE FACULTY
Hi, my name is Yusuf Baskocak. I have
been in the automotive industry since
2002. I have started training & assessing this year in Feb. I am passionate
about empowering People with knowledge and information and naturally
connect with people on a social level.

ZACH HORE
GROWTH MANAGER
Zach is a driven Business Development Manager with many years’ experience in the education
and RTO sectors. As the Growth Manger of XSEED
he is responsible for the sales team and student
enrolment processes. Combining his passion
for the education industry with the knowledge
he has gained throughout the years, Zach is a
professional and dedicated asset to the team.
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ANVIALITES
OLD COLLEAGUES BUT NEW TO THE E-NEWSLETTER

SHILOW SHAFFIER
CEO - WORKSTAR
Shilow Shaffier has spent over 18 years in the technology industry. His career
is marked by directing high-performing teams and achieving outstanding
penetration and growth in challenging markets. Previously he was the CEO
of VETtrak - an education software provider and market leader in student
management systems, and founded a fin-tech student loan business built
on data analytics. As the head of channel and alliances he managed Interactive’s largest customers, partners and suppliers to help grow the company’s revenues at over 30% for 5 years. Shilow has held executive sales
and management positions with local and global technology companies
delivering transformation and high growth as well as building his own successful IT management and advisory consultancy. In 2013 he completed the
first Industry partnership between EMC and Games Developers Association
Australia. Shilow has successfully worked and partnered DELL EMC,, Telstra,
Oracle, Optus, HP, IBM, Gartner, Google, Cisco, Microsoft, Amazon, Accenture, Education and Government bodies. He has experience working with
corporate, private equity and family office and focusses on delivering advisory, capital raising, transformation and governance services to underperforming or emerging technology companies. Outside of work home he enjoys spending time with his family and friends, playing sports and travelling.

ELAINA BOWDEN
MANAGER - THE EAGLE ACADEMY
I have been working with the Eagle Academy since 2012. I started teaching
Sports and Recreation, then Head Trainer for 5 years. Previously I worked in the
fitness industry for 7 years doing Personal Training and Group Fitness classes.
I enjoy keeping active and maintaining my health and wellbeing. I love being
inspired by others, reading/listening/watching anything that will allow me to
continue my personal growth. I have been married for 30 years and have 2 boys
who are now out on their own. I am looking forward to working with team Anvia.

LARIZE LAURENCE DELA CRUZ
ACCOUNTANT - JAMIESON ACCOUNTING
Hi I’am Larize from the Philippines. I have been
working for Jamiesons Chartered Accountants
for almost 5 years now as a Tax Accountant. I
love travelling and enjoys going to the beach
with family and friends during my free time.
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LINDA HARIS
TRAINER/TUTOR
THE EAGLE ACADEMY
Hi, my name is Linda. I love my job
teaching English as a second language,
getting to know students and learning about their countries and other
languages. I finished my Training and
Assessment qualification in 2018 and
am two courses away from finalising
my Bachelor of Languages and Linguistics at Griffith uni. I was born and
raised on the Gold Coast in Australia.
I taught English in Japan for 6 years
and have travelled all over the world.
I love to bike ride, hike, read, go to the
beach and spend time with my family.

RYOKO SPARKS
SENIOR ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY
Hi there, my name is Ryoko, originally from Japan. I joined The Eagle Academy team in February 2017
and enjoy working at this multicultural environment with lovely work
mates. Outside of work, I’m a mum
of 2 active children. Beaches, swimming pool, tennis courts, baseball
fields are the places you would spot
me on weekends! I’m a book worm
and like to train at the gym as well :)

RHIANNON MERCER
JUNIOR ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY
I am a 19 year old woman, who has just moved from Rockhampton to the Gold Coast! I have
just joined Anvia/ The Eagle Academy on 29th April 2019. I have two years experience in a administration position, where I worked at a disability, child safety and mental health support service. I have a certificate II in Business and a certificate III in Business. I am a bubbly, enthusiastic
person who loves to work in teams and also on their own. In my spare time, I often spend most
of my time watching Netflix, going on walks, reading books, eating or sleeping. However lately I
have been exploring all of the wonderful things Gold Coast/Brisbane has to offer and catching
up with my family. I am very excited to be working in such a great company with lovely people!
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CESAR UZCATEGUI
SENIOR TRAINER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY
Hi, my name is Linda. I love my job
teaching English as a second language,
getting to know students and learning about their countries and other
languages. I finished my Training and
Assessment qualification in 2018 and
am two courses away from finalising
my Bachelor of Languages and Linguistics at Griffith uni. I was born and
raised on the Gold Coast in Australia.
I taught English in Japan for 6 years
and have travelled all over the world.
I love to bike ride, hike, read, go to the
beach and spend time with my family.

JUDITH MARY BAKER
ACCOUNTANT JAMIESON ACCOUNTING
XIAO LI
WEB DEVELOPER
WORKSTAR
I like manga, anime, video games,
sci-fi movies, and explore all
kinds of fun places in Sydney.

I have over 25 year’s experience in
Public and Company Accounting,
working for large Building and Construction companies in Victoria and
recently in Queensland. I am a Fellow Member of the Institute of Public Accountants (IPA). For the last 2
(happy)years I have been an employee with Jamiesons Chartered
Accounting. I enjoy all sports being
a keen fan and competitor in Softball in the World Masters Games.

BENJAMIN LIU
WEB DEVELOPER
I’m based in Sydney and have a strong passion for
web development. I enjoy travelling, playing badminton, learning new skills and hanging out with friends.
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JACKSEN BIBERSTEIN
ASSISTANT CLIENT SERVICES COORDINATOR - JAMIESON ACCOUNTING

DARREN RAINBOW
ENGLISH TRAINER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY

GRACE LEAR
ACCOUNTANT
JAMIESON ACCOUNTING

I was born in Townsville. I studied university on the Gold Coast
and
started
teaching
English shortly after I graduated.

Enjoys travel, exploring different countries, eating out & trying new foods.

JASON SHI
ACCOUNTANT
JAMIESON ACCOUNTING

MARIA MURPHY
HEAD OF BUSINESS
THE EAGLE ACADEMY

MICHELLE SHI
ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY

I was born in China and moved to Australia in 2007. I have been working for
Jamiesons Chartered Accountant for 7
years. In my spare time, I like to spend
time with my family and friend, watch
movies and do some outdoor exercise.

Head of Business for the Eagle Academy (Australia) for four years. Trainer
and Assessor for all qualifications delivered from Certificate I in Business
to Advanced Diploma of Business &
Leadership & Management. Additional qualifications in Human Resources
and Hospitality Management. Committed to continuous improvement,
working with innovative teams and
designing industry current curriculum.

Hello, my name is Michelle, I started
working for The Eagle Academy in
mid- August 2012, and took a year
off between March 2018 and March
2019 as I had my lovely son Isaac in
March 2018. I love working with students from all around the world with
various cultures and sharing their
own experiences.In my spare time,
I like spending time with my family, hanging out with friends. I enjoy
cooking and love traveling as well.

Attends to client services, administrative requirements and provides
technology assistance to all staff.
Jacksen has a passion for all things IT.
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LEONA SHANKS
SENIOR MANAGER
JAMIESON ACCOUNTING.
An accountant with 30 years experience in public practise. I have been
employed by Jamieson for over 6 years.

GREG JACKSON
PARTNER
JAMIESON ACCOUNTING
A Qualified Chartered Accountant
and CPA, registered Tax Agent and
proficient Business Services Adviser with extensive and diverse experience in the private sector and
highly qualified public accountant with a Graduate Diploma in
Applied Tax Law. Privately, a passionate family man, married for 21
years with three children from 14-19.

AARON SIMSON WOODS
CERTIFICATE 4 OUTDOOR RECREATION TRAINER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY.
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TONY FOGARTY
TRAINER
THE EAGLE ACADEMY.

Hi I’m Tony. I’m one of Eagle AcadAn accountant with 30 years experi- emy’s English trainers. I’ve got an exence in public practise. I have been tensive background in teaching Engemployed by Jamieson for over 6 years. lish to adult students both in Australia
and overseas.For example, I recently
spent over 3 years in China working
with university undergraduates wanting to study at universities in Australia
and other English speaking countries.
ANVIA E-NEWSLETTER 13

CREATIVE ZONE
BY HAFIZAH NASIR

RAMADAN MUBARAK
A TIME FOR ENLIGHTENMENT
May 6, marks the beginning of the
Muslim holy month of Ramadan for
this year and most of the world’s 1.6
billion Muslims are expecting it. What
is Ramadan actually about and why
it is so special to Muslim? As a muslim, I was always asked by the nonMuslim friends, colleagues and even
strangers about the beauty of Ramadan. For the most part, these questions are well meaning and borne
out of curiosity, and sometimes because they want to make sure they
don’t accidentally offend any Muslim
friends and acquaintances during
Ramadan celebrations. Knowing that
Anvia is blessed with so many people
from different cultures and religion, I
would like to take this opportunity to
write about Ramadan, so just you all
know, we are very excited about it.

WHAT IS RAMADAN?
Ramadan is the ninth month in the Muslim lunar calendar. Just as
September is the name of the ninth month of the Western calendar,
so Ramadan is the name of the ninth month of the Islamic calendar.
Ramadan is a holy month of fasting. It is regarded as one of the five
‘pillars’ of Islam, each of which is incumbent upon all Muslims to abide
by. This year the fasting period starts from May 6th to June 5th. Fasting
during Ramadan means no eating, no drinking, and no sexual relations
from dawn till dusk. Fasting is not required of children until puberty,
and health based exceptions to the month long fast are permitted for
illness, old age, pregnancy, and similar recognised extenuating circumstances. However, it is not all about abstaining from food and drink but
also take time to pray to the Almighty God, contemplate life and also
make time to do charitable things or good deeds for others. Fasting
is aimed at drawing worshippers closer to God through self-control,
remembrance and humility. The challenge of fasting for many is also
a chance for spiritual reflection, kick bad habits and purify the heart.
It is during the holy month, we wake up as early as 3 AM to eat a
pre-dawn meal called Sahur. When the sun has gone down, we
will get together with friends and families for iftar to break the
fast by eating sweet dates and drinking water, followed by a sunset prayer. Then, the iftar meals are enjoyed. Sound lovely isn’t it?
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How can you
wish Happy
Ramadan?
It is not an offensive gesture to wish Happy Ramadan to your Muslim
friend. In fact, we are very delighted to hear that from the non- Muslim
friends. Just a simple WhatsApp message will do. As a non-Muslim,
you may wish us a “Happy Ramadan” but Muslims typically don’t say
that to each other. The Arabic greeting is “Ramadan Mubarak” which
means “Happy Ramadan” or “Have a blessed Ramadan”. Another
is “Ramadan Kareem” which means “Have a generous Ramadan”.

What is so special
about it?
As a muslim, we believe it was during this month that God revealed
the first verses of the Quran, Islam’s sacred text, to Mohammad,
on a night known as “The Night of Power” which Muslim called by
name “Laylat Al Qadr”, in the 610 AD. This is why Ramadan is regarded as the holiest month in the entire Islamic calendar. The Night of
Power is traditionally celebrated on the 27th day of Ramadan, although it was not mention exactly when the Night of Power would
be. The last ten days of Ramadan are considered a particularly
spiritually important time, as any of the days may be The Night of
Power and thus worshippers strive to be especially observant during this period. Some participate in a spiritual retreat called iktikaf,
where we spend all ten days in the mosque reading the Quran and
praying. Other than fasting, we are required to give charity (Zakat Al
Fitr) during the month of Ramadan. The money will be distributed
to poor and needy people before the last day of the month. It is a
way of circulating wealth from the rich to the poor in Islamic society.
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Can we smoke,vape or
kiss during ramadan?
Ramadan is not only about fasting from food and drink, but also restraining ourselves from other types of pleasures, including sex, cursing and arguing. Many Muslims give up smoking and drinking alcohol
as a means of spiritual purification during the month. We consider
Ramadan is a “time for discipline”. We drink and eat nothing during the
daylight hours. Even taking one sip of water invalidates the day’s fast,
which must then be made up at a later date. However, eating or drinking because of forgetfulness or coercion are exceptions, and the person’s fast remains valid, which happened to me several times. Ooops!!

Will I lose weight
drastically?
Frankly speaking, it is everyone’s dream. We’ve been talking about
losing weight during Ramadan for years, and sadly it never happen! Ramadan is actually notorious for often causing weight gain.
That’s because we typically take large meals super early in the
morning and late at night with a long period of low activity bordering on lethargy in between can wreak havoc on our metabolism.
Not to mention, we literally eat and drink too much sugar during
Sahur and Iftar. Of course, it is not recommendable, but particularly Malaysian, we love sweet foods. Everything comes with sugar,
and when its Ramadan, the sweetness just get overload! We usually end up adding more kilos after Ramadan end. What an irony.

The whole month
without food?
SERIOUSLY!?
You don’t have to feel bad that we are fasting all month. It’s not as
hard as it sounds! We do feel hungry and thirsty sometimes, but get
to eat breakfast and dinner, so we only are skipping lunch. It is not
really a suffering if compared to those who lives in hunger. That’s
how I console myself when my stomach just couldn’t bear anymore for the day. We can eat food when the sun is down. In fact,
we have two main meals each night, the Iftar at sundown and the
Sahur just before sunrise. As a muslim, we are told to be modest
in eating but trust me, we are actually not. Sometimes we eat with
our eyes, especially when a hot Rice Chicken Soup is staring at us
when we are fasting a long day in Ramadan. We eat as if there’s no
more tomorrow. Like a crocodile get its meat. Maybe not so dramatic!

“Ramadan is about losing
Sins, not weight...”
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Will my daily
routine change?
The answer is Yes and No! Well, it depends on what kind of routine we are talking about. During Ramadan, we wake up earlier
than usual - before dawn for Sahur, and wait until dawn for morning prayer. Since it’s usually still pretty early, many go back to sleep
for a bit before waking up again to get ready for the day which I
certainly do. We are not supposed to avoid work or school or any
other normal duties during the day just because we are fasting.
In many countries, however, businesses and schools may reduce
their operation hours during the day to show respect for Muslims.

In some countries like Arab, it is a crime to eat and drink in public during the day in the month of Ramadan, even if you’re not a Muslim.
In Malaysia, the law is only applicable to muslim. So, do not worry,
if you are coming to Malaysia for a business trip, you can have your
meal at peace. However, there are things you can do, and shouldn’t
do, to make things a little easier for friends or colleagues who happen to be fasting for Ramadan. You can totally eat in front of us. Only
because we are fasting, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t carry on
your business as usual. Don’t worry about eating or drinking in front
of us, and don’t go to extreme lengths to avoid it. Consideration is
appreciated, but part of the fast is the discipline of our abstinence.
Just turn a deaf ear to our growling stomachs, if you happen to hear
it. If its not too much to ask, please try not to schedule a work lunch
during month. Its just not a perfect timing. If the work lunch is inevitable, we could join you but please don’t feel bad if we just sit there at
the corner. If your Muslim co-worker takes a pass, please understand.
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What will
happen
after
Ramadan
ends?

We celebrate Eid al-Fitr! Eid al-Fitr is the festival of the breaking of
the fast and marks the end of Ramadan every year. It begins when
the first sight of the new moon is seen in the sky. Eid al-Fitr is a huge
festival, just like the Muslim version of Christmas, in the sense that it’s
a religious holiday where everyone comes together for big meals with
family and friends, exchanges present, and generally has a lovely time.
In my community, Eid al-Fitr is quite elaborate. We wear new clothes
with a special theme, we renovate the house, change the curtains,
buy hampers and even buy new furnitures. We spend money handsomely just to make sure the festival will be perfect and memorable!

“Ramadan is close to our hearts. There are countless things
which make this month special for all muslim and I would
like to share some. Here are things I personally love about
Ramadan....”

THE BIG GATHERING

THE LIVELY NIGHTS

Ramadan is incomplete without a
big family gathering. Who doesn’t
love hanging out with the cousins,
playing with nieces and nephews,
and feeling humble in the company
of the elders of the family. For some
years I didn’t have the chance to celebrate Iftar with my family, I would
just go to the nearest mosque for
Iftar gathering with the known and
unknown faces. Afterall, Ramadan is
the month which brings us closer to
our neighbours and the community
at large. It’s a treat we love to share.

Street markets, restaurants, and
even the malls all are awake at
night. Everything lights up and suddenly there are crowds full of energy. It’s a beautiful sight to behold
but most importantly, Ramadan is
the month of spiritual rejuvenation.
The tarawih prayers give us so much
peace. Standing next to people we
don’t usually meet and praying also
makes our perspective stronger, and
it builds the peace in the community.
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THE PREPARATIONS
Eid al-Fitr Festival begins when the new
moon appears in the sky. The day before
Eid is often the busiest time as the whole
day would be spent preparing an array of traditional dishes and getting the
house ready for the open house celebrations. Eid preparations are just as exciting as Eid itself!. When the day arrives,
we would begin with seeking forgiveness
from family members, before departing
for the mosque to perform Eid prayers. After prayers, we would proceed to visit the
graves of loved ones, before visiting friends
and relatives. The best part is, we actually
celebrate Eid al-Fitr not just for one day
but a whole month. The spirit of Eid continues for the rest of Syawal. We use this
month as an opportunity to strengthen
personal ties and visit all our friends and
relatives – some of whom we haven’t seen
in a long time. What a beautiful moment!!

ANVIA @ PLAY

Borrorunt quatiat.
Luptati ut ut atur
sitempore volum
aut fugit aruptaeped quatem quid
quae postinit, sequo
blacepre natur, et,
cus denih Di discili
bearias eos explantinus aut maio eat
Below is a simple crossword
puzzle, all about Ramadan.
quas modit eostem
Complete it, and email
it to
hafiz.hadi@egnatium.com
essundi
volum
and we williuntis
announce
our
a

LET’S SOLVE THIS!
winner on the next coming edition

Making
Your
Own Style
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dolutessita sequae vendandaes int, solori dolut que cupis sitio vellandae aut voluptat. Del esequiberia porrum volesti sitiosam quatam et alictur esciisimus voluptat.Aliquat int quamenderum que
conemporem quam, consectur, con cus, voluptatem la con cores ipid
quibus, sa plia imus re, andi dolluptatem qui volorer citione volorep
tatiis simil eumet volorrorunti namuscimenim et voluptae cullaut
ute ius. Nemporumqui non eos dolutessita sequae vendandaes int,
solori dolut que cupis sitio vellandae aut voluptat.Del esequiberia
porrum volesti sitiosam quatam et alictur esciisimus voluptat.Aliquat int quamenderum que conemporem quam, consectur, con cus,
voluptatem la con cores ipid quibus, sa plia imus re, andi dolluptatem qui volorer citione volorep tatiis simil eumet volorrorunti namuscimenim et voluptae cullaut ute ius.emporumqui non eos dolutessita sequae vendandaes int, solori dolut que cupis sitio vellandae
aut voluptat.Del esequiberia porrum volesti sitiosam quatam et alictur esciisimus voluptat.Aliquat int quamenderum que conemporem
quam, consectur, con cus, vol
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